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If you want to build your own AR-15 style rifle, this is the book you need. The AR-15 Rifle

Builder's Manual is the fully illustrated step-by-step guide to building the AR-15 style rifle. No

procedure is left out or glossed over. The primary AR-15 groups (upper receiver assembly,

lower receiver assembly, and bolt carrier group) are broken down into their component

assemblies to provide every detail in the AR-15 assembly process. This book is not only the

authoritative guide to building an AR-15 rifle, it is an invaluable resource for anyone looking to

upgrade or modify their existing AR. Key concepts such as headspacing, trigger function,

troubleshooting, and cycle of operation are also covered.TOPICS INCLUDE:•Lower receiver

group components, tools, and assembly•How an AR trigger works•Headspacing an AR-15•Bolt

carrier group assembly•Upper receiver group components, tools, and assembly•Function check

procedures•Basic AR-15 operation•Service and lubrication•TroubleshootingYou won’t find a

more detailed AR-15 assembly manual anywhere. Designed specifically for e-reader platforms,

this manual offers reader-friendly navigation between the Table of Contents and all

subsections. Take it to your workbench or the range.

About the AuthorRob Reaser has worked as an editor, writer, and columnist in the shooting

and outdoor industries for nearly two decades. A former field editor for Guns & Ammo and

Petersen's Hunting magazines, he has also served as communications manager for a tactical

training provider and Class III firearms manufacturer. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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AR-15 Rifle Builder’s ManualAn Illustrated, Step-by-Step Guide to Assembling the AR-15

Rifle© 2016 by Rob Reaserpublished by Reaser Brand Communications,

LLCwww.reaserbrandcommunications.comAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be

reproduced or transmitted in any form by any means, electronic or mechanical or otherwise,

without the prior written permission of the publisher.All images are copyright by the author.All

persons, product names, trademarks and copyright materials identified or presented in this

book are used in an editorial fashion only and with no intention of infringement of the

trademark or copyright. No such use, or the use of any trade name, is intended to convey

endorsement or other affiliation with this book.Cover design and book production by Reaser

Brand Communications, LLCwww.reaserbrandcommunications.comFORWARDThe AR-15

style rifle is arguably the most popular firearm in the U.S. This is due, largely, to its unique

ability to serve a broad range of sporting applications—from recreational and competitive

shooting to hunting—as well as personal defense applications. In addition to its wide

application, the rifle’s popularity can also be credited to its do-it-yourself, customizable nature.

The remarkable growth of aftermarket manufacturers who make replacement and upgraded

components for the AR-platform rifles has further helped to make this firearm the cornerstone

of the “black rifle” industry.To be clear, though, and to give credit where it is due, there is only

one true AR-15 rifle, and that is any rifle so-designated by Colt’s Manufacturing Company, LLC.

Colt is the registered owner of the AR-15 trademark, and all self-loading, intermediate-

cartridge, magazine-fed, air-cooled, gas impingement system light rifles based on the Eugene

Stoner/Armalite Rifle design that are not designated by Colt as an AR-15 are actually clones or

modified clones of the true AR-15. That said, and much to the chagrin of Colt, “AR” and

“AR-15” have devolved into colloquialisms referring to most civilian semi-automatic rifles based

on the U.S. military’s ubiquitous M4/M16-platform weapons.While this book acknowledges the

trademark rights of Colt’s Manufacturing Company, LLC with regard to the AR-15 trademark, to

minimize overburdened language or potential confusion to the reader, the terms AR or AR-15

are used here to imply “AR-15 style” firearms and components and not the actual trademarked

“AR” or “AR-15” properties owned by Colt’s Manufacturing Company, LLC.One of the benefits

of the large aftermarket AR parts industry is the ability for firearms enthusiasts to not only build

their own rifle from start to finish, but also to customize their rifles to best suit their intended use

—be that sport shooting, hunting, competition, or personal defense. Although there are many

avenues to building an AR-style rifle, the fundamental assembly processes are common to all.

For this reason, this book was developed to illustrate the detailed, step-by-step process of

building the basic MILSPEC-style AR rifle. With this solid understanding of AR components

and their assembly, the reader will have the knowledge base to customize his or her rifle—

whether that be installing a premium trigger group, low-profile gas block and free-float

handguard, different grips and buttstocks, or any number of modifications made available

through the aftermarket.IMPORTANT NOTICE IThis book was developed to illustrate the

assembly process of an AR-15 style rifle. One should assemble or work on a firearm only if:1)

they possess the proper skills and tools to do so, and2) they have thoroughly read and

understand the assembly processes prior to working on a rifle.The author and publisher will not

be held responsible for accidents resulting from the improper use of the information in this

book.IMPORTANT NOTICE IIThis book does not include a ready-made parts list for

assembling an AR-15 style rifle because of the variations available in the market. There is,

however, a detailed listing of all assembly components and required tools at the beginning of



each section of this book. The reader can use these as a guide for acquiring the necessary

components to build their rifle. The author recommends one-stop shopping from a source such

as Brownells or Midway USA.IMPORTANT NOTICE IIIThe lower receiver is the ATF-controlled

item of an AR-15 style rifle. Purchase of a stripped lower receiver is treated like any other

firearms acquisition. It must be purchased through a Federal Firearm License (FFL) dealer and

the buyer must complete Form 4473 and pass the requisite background check before taking

possession of a receiver.USING THIS BOOKThe AR-15 Rifle Builder’s Manual is a heavily

illustrated book developed specifically for digital reading devices across several e-reader

platforms. Because of the detailed assembly procedures presented here, as well as the size of

the photographs needed to provide clear visual identification of the steps and components,

some sections of this book cover many “virtual pages.” To assist the reader in navigation, this

book contains a fully navigable Table of Contents that links to each primary section and the

various subsections. Additionally, a link back to the Table of Contents is provided at the end of

each subsection.TABLE OF CONTENTSSECTION I: AR-15 IDENTIFICATION &

OVERVIEWIdentificationGeneral SpecificationsSECTION II: LOWER RECEIVER

GROUPLower Receiver ComponentsLower Receiver Assembly ToolsMagazine Catch

AssemblyBolt Catch AssemblyPivot Pin AssemblyHow the AR Trigger WorksTrigger Group

AssemblyTrigger Group Preliminary Function CheckTrigger Guard AssemblyPistol Grip

AssemblyButtstock AssemblySECTION III: UPPER RECEIVER GROUPHeadspacingBolt

Carrier Group- Bolt Carrier Group Components- Bolt Carrier Group Assembly Tools- Firing Pin

Protrusion Check- Bolt Carrier Group Assembly- Upper Receiver Group Components- Upper

Receiver Assembly Tools- Ejection Port Cover Assembly- Forward Assist Assembly- Front

Sight Base/Gas Tube Assembly- Barrel Assembly- Flash Hider Assembly- Charging Handle &

Bolt Carrier Group Installation- Carry Handle/Rear Sight Assembly- Handguard

InstallationSECTION IV: UPPER/LOWER RECEIVER ASSEMBLY & FUNCTION

CHECKUpper & Lower Receiver Group AssemblyFunction CheckSECTION V: AR-15

OPERATIONMagazine LoadingLoading and DischargingAR-15 Cycle of OperationUnloading

and Making SafeZeroing and MarksmanshipSECTION VI: SERVICE & LUBRICATIONRifle

Cleaning and LubricationMagazine ServiceSECTION VII: TROUBLESHOOTINGSECTION I –

AR-15 IDENTIFICATION & OVERVIEWIdentificationTypical AR-15 SpecificationsChamber:

5.56x45mm NATOBarrel length: 16 inchesAction: Semi-automatic, direct impingement gas

system/rotating boltMagazine: STANAG-style, 30 round capacityMuzzle velocity: 3,100-3,200

fpsRETURN TO TOCSECTION II – LOWER RECEIVER GROUPLower Receiver

ComponentsTrigger group1) disconnect, 2) disconnect spring, 3) trigger spring, 4) trigger, 5)

trigger pin, 6) hammer, 7) hammer spring, 8) hammer pinMagazine catch assembly1)

magazine release button, 2) magazine release button spring, 3) magazine catchFire control

selector assembly1) fire control selector, 2) fire control selector detent, 3) fire control selector

detent springPivot and takedown pin assemblies1) receiver pivot pin, 2) receiver pivot detent

pin, 3) receiver pivot detent spring, 4) receiver takedown pin, 5) receiver takedown detent pin,

6) receiver takedown detent springBolt catch assembly1) bolt catch, 2) bolt catch pin, 3) bolt

catch plunger, 4) bolt catch springTrigger guard assembly1) trigger guard, 2) trigger guard

pinPistol grip assembly1) pistol grip, 2) pistol grip lock washer, 3) pistol grip screwButtstock

assembly1) buffer, 2) buffer retainer, 3) buffer retainer spring, 4) action spring, 5) receiver end

plate, 6) receiver extension nut, 7) receiver extension, 8) buttstockLower receiverLower

Receiver Assembly Tools1) lubricant, 2) LocTite, 3) masking tape, 4) torque wrench - ft/lbs, 5)

large punch, 6) anti-seize lubricant, 7) playing cards, 8) roll pin punches, 9) AR buttstock tool,

10) hex wrench, 11) hammerRETURN TO TOCMagazine Catch AssemblyLightly lubricate the



magazine catch shaft and threads.Insert the magazine catch into the lower receiver.Install the

magazine release button spring over the magazine catch shaft.Screw the magazine release

button onto the magazine catch shaft.Once the magazine release button is sufficiently

threaded onto the magazine catch shaft, depress the release button against the receiver and

rotate the magazine catch.Tighten until the magazine catch shaft is flush with the magazine

release button, as shown.When properly installed, the magazine catch should clear the

magazine well when the magazine release button is depressed, allowing the magazine to fall

out of the well.RETURN TO TOCBolt Catch AssemblyApply masking tape to the left side of the

receiver, as shown, to prevent scratching or marring the receiver surface.Lightly lubricate the

bolt catch roll pin.Use a suitable-sized roll pin punch and hammer to tap the bolt catch roll pin

into the receiver bolt catch boss. NOTE: Only tap the roll pin until its end is flush with the inside

of the receiver boss.The bolt catch roll pin correctly installed in the receiver bolt catch

boss.Lightly lubricate the bolt catch spring.Insert the bolt catch spring into the receiver bolt

catch hole.Lightly lubricate the bolt catch plunger.Insert the bolt catch plunger into the end of

the bolt catch spring, as shown.Depress the bolt catch plunger into the receiver bolt catch hole.

The plunger will need to be aligned in the receiver bolt catch hole in order to properly install the

bolt catch.Lightly lubricate the bolt catch.Insert the bolt catch between the receiver bolt catch

bosses, as shown.Align the bolt catch roll pin hole with the roll pin and push down to depress

the bolt catch plunger.With the bolt catch roll pin hole properly aligned with the bolt catch roll

pin, use a hammer to tap the roll pin through the bolt catch and into the opposite receiver bolt

catch boss.It may be necessary to use a roll pin punch to seat the bolt catch roll pin.When

properly installed, the bolt catch roll pin should be flush or slightly recessed in the receiver bolt

catch bosses, as shown.Test the bolt catch function to ensure there is no binding when you

depress and release the bolt catch, and that the spring and plunger are working properly and

smoothly.RETURN TO TOCPivot Pin AssemblyLightly lubricate the receiver pivot detent

spring.Install the spring into the front of the receiver, as shown.Lightly lubricate the receiver

pivot detent pin.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “AR-15 Builders and Interested Owners Must Have Resource. If you

perform your own AR builds or just want to understand your rifle - you need this resource. I

used this resource to build my first lower - because of this resource I was 100% successful the

first time. During my build this manual was 100% correct easy to follow step by step

instructions with detailed photos to guide your efforts.Manual organization is superb: overall

diagrams broken down into individual builds, individual parts lists for each build, each build has

step by step instructions with augmenting photographs, and included did I do it correct

verification steps.”

Bob J, “I'm an experienced AR builder. But this book is on my bench, keeping me honest, for

EVERY build!. This is an outstanding book for the AR builder. I had already owned the Kindle

edition and referred to it heavily, even using it to check myself on every build to be sure I hadn't

missed either a step or a safety check at each stage. I've got the B&W Kindle.... So I bought

this as a backup. Wow. Bye bye Kindle edition... excellent color photos at every step, big and

clear and excellently selected to show every step clearly. Every section follows a logical

progression, starting with a listing of parts of the subassembly with photos showing every item,

followed by step by step instructions for assembly in the proper order, and pauses at the

appropriate points for descriptions of function or appropriate function/safety checks. As an

example, as you prepare to install the triggerand hanmer assembly, the instructions pause to

give you a detailed description, with pictures of how an AR trigger functions. Then as you

assemble it, it gives you a function check at every stage.I can competently build an AR without

this book. But it's on my bench for EVERY build I undertake. Very well done.”

Frank, “A must have for the first time builder. Purchased this for building my first AR and I

appreciated the organization of the manual as much as the clear step by step instructions. The

book is divided into two parts, the lower and the upper assembly. At the beginning of each,

there is an exploded view of each parts group to be used in that sections assembly identifying

the parts and their name for easy identification. I took the manual to my local Office Max and

had it spiral bound so it would lie flat for reference during assembly. Keeping the book for

future reference and use by my sons should they opt to build an AR.

  

AR-15 Rifle Builder's Manual: An Illustrated, Step-by-Step Guide to Assembling the AR-15

Rifle”

Papacone, “Great Book! It Taught Me! A must for a first time AR builder.. I was afraid of the

trigger system on the AR. But this book took me through the build up step by step and now I

can look at one and laugh at it. The book took me through all the other steps of building my AR



platform. Explaining each do and don't. (Like how not to lose a spring, which I did anyway) For

a first time builder this book is a must! Maybe an old hand might want to get this to have as a

reference when teaching a person on building an AR platform.”

Fred Woodbridge, “Awesome Information for a First Timer. I now have something like 2

complete AR-15s under my belt with a few more in various states of completion. I studied

Youtube videos, the many magazine articles, and bought two DVDs, & perused hundreds of

pages for building tips on the various Internet forums. For the price, this builder's manual isn't

that much different from any of the other resources you can find online in blogs, and so on, but

the pictures are well done and the installation instructions are clear and precise. I find there are

no obvious problems and the order of installation chosen is a good one. The author stresses

what I believe are the most important points about each step and defines his terms clearly.I do

find there are no "awesome" tricks to be found here for the old hands in business of AR

assembly--you'll have to find those out on your own from other resources, check Youtube--but

for a beginner, it's a solid resource. I really like his coverage of cycles of AR-15 operation,

function tests, and so on in the waning pages of the book. I would suggest you find the latest

book by Patrick Sweeney on the AR ("The Bench Manual") to really round out your education

of this beautiful rifle.”

Steve Donn, “AR-15 Manual. Very well Illustrated step by step guideBy Rob Reaser”

Corran, “Like a Haynes manual. Great book. Simple. Lots of pictures. And some great tips”

t_val, “Perfect quick reference. Great reference. Not only if you want to build-up your own, but

also to better understand the “anatomy” of your AR. Gives clear instructions how to get the job

done, for example a trigger group replacement, supported by lots of detailed pictures and a list

of required tools. Serves as a great reference, frequently consulted, before I start working on

my gun.”

mqxv, “ottimo. Ottimo manuale per tutti i possessori di ar 15. Spedizione rapida. Ottimo prezzo.

pieno di foto dei passaggi per lo smontaggio e montaggio”

The book by Rob Reaser has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 3,766 people have provided feedback.
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